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World Environment Day
THEME : ECO SYSTEM RESTORATION

JUNE 5, 2021

Being indoors doesn't inhibit us from thinking about outdoors. Departments of Life
Sciences have organized an online session on the eve of World Environment Day. Students and
faculty from different groups actively shared their views on reviving our Mother nature. The
session has witnessed a promising spectra of enthusiasm and concern towards the declining Bio
-diversity. We sincerely hope that these programs would instill a sense of duty in Youth and
inspire them to perform their role in restoring our Eco system.
Sri D. Rajasekhar, lecturer in Botany, has delivered a talk on environmental indicators
and Dr. V. Reddi Rani, lecturer in Chemistry, has highlighted the need for conserving
environment. In the end, K. Chaitanya Sai Ratnam, III BSc (MPCs) spoke on plastic waste and
T. Parasuram, III BSc (BZC) has unveiled spiritual dimension to environment conservation.
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Hon’ble CCE Review on
11.06.2021
Hon’ble CCE has reviewed the
conduct of online classes and
instructed the following– adherence to
timetable, SOP for online classes,
action plan for improving attendance
and admissions and mandatory use of
G– Suite for delivering online classes.

Although we are conducting
regular online classes since May,2021,
we have reoriented ourselves to abide
the above instructions.

STAFF MEETING
A staff meeting was convened on 13th June to discuss and review the status of online
classes. All the faculty were provided with orientation on the creation of Google Meet links and
recording of classes. A hands on training was given to faculty in order to facilitate the use of
GMeet.

As per the instructions from Hon’ble CCE, it is resolved to adhere to the SOP proposed
by the CCE for the conduct of online classes. Since 14th June, our college has been using GSuite for transacting curriculum and a monitoring mechanism has been constituted. Measures
have been taken to increase attendance and this is evident from the increased percent of
students attending online classes in June.
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Transition to G Suite
Our college has an active subscription for
Google Workspace for Education since 2020.
Since then we are using G-Suite for various
academic activities. However, from 14th
June, we have adopted Google Meet for
transacting curricular plans. Prior to that, we
were using Cisco Webex as the platform for
conducting online classes.

Hon’ble CCE Review on 17.06.2021
Hon’ble CCE conducted a review meeting and the major points highlighted in the meeting
were– development and updating of dynamic websites for colleges, usage of G-Suite, adherence
to timetables, implementation of e-office, preparations for admissions, introduction of mobile
app for recording online classes data.
The agenda of the meeting was conveyed to all our faculty and measures were proposed
to strengthen our college prospects for admissions in the coming academic year.
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YOGA DAY CELEBRATIONS
“Yoga is a light, when once lit will never dim.”
We, as a responsible institution feel ourselves duty bound to lit every human with
this light. To take Yoga to every heart of our students and faculty, we organized a two hour
long online session on 21-06-2021 to expose our students and staff to various intricacies of
Yoga. Sri.M.V.Satyanarayana, Lecturer in Hindi and certified “Heartfulness” Yoga practitioner
gave a detailed presentation on the origin and evolution of Yoga. He also espounded various
“Dhyana” methods to achieve both physical and mental tranquility. Sri. T.Rajasekhar, certified Psychologist and Yoga practitioner enumerated various Yoga asanas and Pranayamas by
demonstrating them for the benefit of our college family.
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Due to the prevailing
apprehensions about the
spread of Delta variant of nCov19 virus, the affiliating
university, ANU, has postponed
the I semester examinations for
first year Undergraduate
students.

On the other side, the college is
gearing up admissions 2021-22.
As part of its action plan for
admissions, renovation
activities are going on along
with beautification and
gardening of the campus.

REDESIGN OF COLLEGE WEBSITE
The existing website for the college has been revamped and a new dynamic website has been
designed and developed to meet the specifications instructed by Hon’ble CCE. For this design,
development and maintenance of the college website, Gudduz technologies has been identified
as the service provider following due procedure.
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